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What we do What we offer

Infrastructure

Developments Dissemination of information

Data production

Research

Collaboration

Data distribution

Archiving service

Support

Survey mandates

FORS
Swiss Centre of Expertise in the Social Sciences
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• Founded in 2008 by merging existing entities (SIDOS, 
SHP, Selects)

• Research infrastructure of national scope intended for 
any institution or person active in the social sciences 
in Switzerland

• Funded by the Swiss Confederation and the Swiss 
National Science Foundation (SNSF), hosted at the 
University of Lausanne

FORS – Swiss Centre of Expertise in the 
Social Sciences
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Infrastructures for data and researchers

An online tool for archiving and distributing 
research data. Most comprehensive catalogue 
of social science research projects.

A national cross-disciplinary solution for Swiss 
universities and other research organisations
based on FORSbase (in development)

Centre dedicated to data linking 
(in development)

SwissUbase

Linkhub

FORSbase
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Data production

Other ad hoc 
surveys 
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Research
Thematic research

Life course
Political participation and public opinion
Values and attitudes
Social change
Well-being

Methodological research
Evaluation of data collection practices
Optimization of survey design 

Epistemological research
Ethics and data management 
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What we offer

Overview of social science research in 
Switzerland and publications

Specific surveys or part(s) of surveys carried out 
at the request of individuals or institutions

Advice and consultation in our areas of 
expertise, trainings, workshops, FORS Guides

Access to archived data at FORS

Preservation of Swiss social science research
dataArchiving service

Survey 
mandates

Data distribution 

Support

Information
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Archiving service 

Archiving service 
• Database of about 11,000 social science research projects 

available online via FORSbase
• Overview of social science research in Switzerland 
• Bibliographic resource 
• Possibilities for archiving and sharing data

Data distribution
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Data distribution

Archiving service 

Data distribution
• Collection of more than 600 datasets documented 

according to international standards 
• Distribution of datasets archived at FORS
• Free access to data via FORSbase
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FORSbase
The online tool for archiving and distributing research data
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Data 
management

Presentations,
specific courses,

workshops

Events

Individual or 
institutional support

Methodology

Archiving 

Support
Data collection

Data analysis

Publications
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Data management support

Anonymization 
techniques

Documentation 
practices

Implementation
of data 

management plans 
(DMP)

Security 
and 

storage

Respect of 
ethical and 

legal 
standards

File 
management

Archiving 
and

sharing

Informed 
consent
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Early days: Focus on DM from a data service point of view

Our data management vision and strategy

And then came the Swiss Federal Survey of Adolescents

• «We want your data» perspective
• «We want you to have fun, and apply good practices» 

perspective

• We got to run a large-scale survey (2013)
• We wanted to make it the best survey ever (with

respect to DM)
• We failed to apply the recommendations we were

teaching
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• «We want you to be able to apply
good DM» perspective

• «We want you to see the value of
DM for your work above all» perspective

à Need for more concrete guidelines and solutions
à Focus on ‘day-to-day’ management and re-use by the team

Early days: Focus on DM from a data service point of view

Our data management vision and strategy

• «We want your data» perspective
• «We want you to have fun, and apply good practices» 

perspective

Current days: Focus on DM from a researcher’s point of view

It does not exclude
data sharing or fun
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A new funder’s policy
• Our main funder, the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) 

requires DMPs with all proposals.
• New requirments concern storage, sharing and archiving of data 

collected and produced in the course of the research project.

Strong reactions from the research community (‘one 
more administrative burden’)

A great opportunity for us
How to use the DMP (and forced-interest in data management) 
to pass on our messages? 

October 2017- our DM story takes a new turn
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Our vision versus funders’ visons

Research data management

Day-to-day
research

Re-use by team 
& researcher

Sharing with
others

Sharing of 
data 

underlying
publications

Sharing of 
all data

Research data management

Day-to-day
research

Re-use by team 
& researcher

Sharing with
others

Sharing of 
data 

underlying
publications

Sharing of 
all data

Sharing with
others

• It is important to think beyond the declaration of intent (DMP)
• It is important to think in practical terms (operationalisation)
• Data management represents an opportunity
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Our initial intention
à Develop one good DMP example
à Include post-funding guidance

• There is no such thing as one good example
Instead of one good example, provide a reflexive model
(FORS Guide)

• There are various shortcomings with the current SNSF template
• Even reluctant researchers can get to appreciate data management

(plans)

What we did
• Provided assistance with DMPs
• Organised and participated in DMP events

What we learned
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Survey mandates

Final report and presentation of results 

Data analysis, visualisation and interpretation

Documentation

Data cleaning and preparation

Data collection process

Programming of questionnaires

Sampling design and implementation

Development of questionnaires
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News and more information
• www.forscenter.ch
• FORS Bulletin (Newsletter)
• Follow us on twitter/facebook: 

@forsresearch

Dissemination of information
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Data life cycle
Our activities and services cover the entire data lifecycle



Christina.Bornatici@fors.unil.ch


